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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we introduce an efficient tensor to vector projection algorithm for human
gait feature representation and recognition. The proposed approach is based on the multi-
dimensional or tensor signal processing technology, which finds a low-dimensional tensor
subspace of original input gait sequence tensors while most of the data variation has been
well captured. In order to further enhance the class separability and avoid the potential
overfitting, we adopt a discriminative locality preserving projection with sparse regular-
ization to transform the refined tensor data to the final vector feature representation for
subsequent recognition. Numerous experiments are carried out to evaluate the effective-
ness of the proposed sparse and discriminative tensor to vector projection algorithm, and
the proposed method achieves good performance for human gait recognition using the
sequences from the University of South Florida (USF) HumanID Database.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Human recognition by analysis of the biometric
resources such as face, gait, iris, and palmprint has been
thoroughly studied and employed in many applications
[1,2]. Among them, gait recognition, i.e., identify a person
by the manner of walking patterns extracted from the
video, has been reported that could well identify a human
subject in low-resolution images that are taken at a
distance, has recently become a popular research problem
in signal processing community and a number of gait
recognition algorithms have been proposed in the recent
few years [3–5].

The main challenge of the gait recognition lies in that its
performance is affected by many factors, including the
environmental factors as well as the physical characteristics

of the human subject, such as the camera factors, the
observed sequence and preprocessed silhouette quality, the
human walking speed, elapsed time, carrying condition, and
shoes style. Furthermore, these aforementioned factors are
sometimes correlated [2,6,7]. The open source humanID
dataset [8] investigated several of these factors and provided
the baseline algorithm for human gait recognition, however,
how to measure the effect of these factors or to combine
these factors is still an open question to date.

Most of the existing approaches for gait recognition
could be broadly categorized into two classes: the model
based and the silhouette based approaches. The model
based methods usually characterise a human subject by
some specific models, e.g., the appearance-based models
[9,10], the stochastic statistical models [11], the articulated
biomechanics models [12,13], and some other parameter-
based models such as the method proposed in [14]. In
contrast, the silhouette based gait recognition algorithms
do not assume certain model of the human subject, but
analyze the spatio-temporal shape and motion features of
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the silhouette images which are extracted from the
sequences [2,15–17]. In this paper, we suppose that
the standard silhouette images are available and focus on
the silhouette based approaches for human gait feature
representation and recognition.

In the computer vision and machine learning research,
the effective feature representation of the studied subject
is a key issue. Since most of the data dimension reduction
algorithms (e.g., the principal components analysis, PCA
[18], the linear discriminant analysis, LDA [19], the Sparse
PCA [20], and some recently published methods [21,22])
and classification algorithms (e.g., the Support Vector
Machines, SVM [23]) in the literature only allow the vector
feature as inputs, for the gait recognition task, it is
straightforward to resize the silhouette images to the long
vectors as the input feature representation. However, the
feature dimensionality is usually much larger than the
number of gallery sets, which causes an issue that is
known as the “small sample-size (SSS) problem” [24,25],
and thus results in poor recognition performance [26,27].
The other key shortcoming of the vector feature represen-
tation lies in that this scheme has lost many of the original
spatial constraints of each pixel in the silhouette images,
which hinders the subsequent algorithm to construct the
optimal dimension reduction and classification model
with only limited training samples.

To address the aforementioned difficulties, some
researchers suggest to use matrix and tensor representation
instead of vector representation [28,29], as reported in the
works of two-dimensional PCA [30,31], two-dimensional
LDA [15], tensor subspace analysis [32], multi-linear PCA
[16,33], and so on. Especially in the framework of multi-
linear PCA, the authors introduce a multi-linear principal
component projection that captures most of the original
tensorial input variation. However, the standard multi-linear
PCA algorithm ignores the discriminative information pro-
vided by the gallery set, and its output data is still in a tensor
format, which could not be directly processed by a conven-
tional classifier. In this paper, we introduce an efficient tensor
to vector projection algorithm for human gait feature repre-
sentation and recognition. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows:

1. We suggest to represent the observed gait sequences as
3-order-tensors by which the data structure of both the
spatial and temporal domains is well preserved. Based
on the tensor representation, we further introduce the
multi-linear PCA algorithm, which performs feature
extraction by finding a low-dimensional tensor sub-
space that captures most of the data variation of
original input gait sequence tensors.

2. Followed by the multi-linear PCA algorithm, we adopt a
discriminative locality preserving projection with
sparse regularization to transform the refined tensor
data to the final vector feature representation, by which
the class separability is improved and the potential
model overfitting is simultaneously avoided.

The output feature representation by our proposed
sparse and discriminative tensor to vector projection

(SDTTV) could be simply employed for subsequent classi-
fication, and numerous experiments indicate that the
proposed algorithm achieves good performance for human
gait recognition. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. In the following section, we give a brief
description of related tensor algebra, and then present
the proposed SDTTV algorithm in detail. After that, the
experiments are reported in Section 3, followed by the
conclusion.

2. The proposed sparse and discriminative tensor to
vector projection algorithm

In this section, we first review some multi-dimensional
or tensor signal processing rules that are related to the
proposed SDTTV algorithm, then we introduce the multi-
linear PCA approach, which aims to find a low-
dimensional tensor subspace of original input tensors
while most of the data variation could be well preserved.
Finally, we provide the optimization of SDTTV algorithm
by combining the discriminative locality preserving pro-
jection and a sparse regularization to transform the refined
tensor data to the final vector feature representation for
subsequent gait recognition.

2.1. Related tensor algebra

The notationsused in this paper are followed by con-
vention in the tensor papers, e.g., vectors are denoted by
lowercase boldface and italic letters, such as x, matrices by
uppercase boldface and italic, such as W , and tensors
by calligraphic letters, such as A. For a M-order-tensor
AARK1�K2�⋯�KM , in which Ki suggests the size of this
tensor in each mode, and the elements of A are denoted
with indices in lowercase letters, i.e., Ak1 ;k2 ;…;kM , in which
each ki addresses the i-mode of A, and 1rkirKi,
iAð1;2;…;MÞ. Unfolding tensor A along the i-mode is
defined by keeping the index ki fixed and varying
the other indices, the result of which is denoted as

a matrix AðiÞARKi�∏ja iKj . The i-mode product of a

tensor A by a matrix WARJi�Ki is a tensor with entries
ðA�iWÞk1 ;…;ki� 1 ;ji ;kiþ 1 ;…;kM ¼∑kiAk1 ;…;kMW ji ;ki . The Frobenius

norm of a tensorA is given by JAJ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑k1⋯∑kMA2

k1 ;k2 ;…;kM

q
,

and the Euclidean distance between two tensors A and B
could be measured by JA�BJ . For more detailed informa-
tion, refer to [34,35]. As a summary, Table 1 lists the
fundamental symbols defined in tensor algebra related to
this paper.

2.2. Multi-linear principal components analysis

Suppose we have N gait tensors in the gallery set, i.e.,
fAnARK1�K2�K3 ;n¼ 1;2;…;Ng, in which K1 and K2 are the
height and width of each grey-level gait frame image from a
subject sequence, respectively, and K3 is the number of frames
in a sequence. In order to achieve the objective of finding a
low-dimensional tensor subspace of original input tensors in
which most of the data variation could be well preserved, the
multi-linear PCA algorithm suggests to adopt a series of
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